SAFE CUSTODY
raised the drawbridge, so just were the stone counter-
weights. '
Having closed the courtyard, we made at once for
the postern, to see that that way was barred. As
luck would have it we found we could lock up the room
by which we had entered the castle the night before :
still, this would not have stopped our entry, and we
made up cur minds to shutter the casement with oak
the very next day. Then we glanced at the postern
door—as a matter of form.
We all three exclaimed together.
Since we had last seen it, someone had sought to
open the postern door.
One of the bolts had been drawn and left as it was.
Whoever had done this had sought to draw the other,
but had not been able to- do so, because it was stiff.
" Now what does this mean ? " said Hubert.
Palin fingered his chin.
" Bugle or Bunch," he said, " looking for Harris
and Punter and trying all the doors that were shut.
Can't you see Bunch sighing for a hammer that he's
too lazy to fetch ? "
This interpretation seemed good. Still the door
could not speak for itself, and, for all we knew, someone
who knew the castle might have sought to escape by
this way as soon as they heard the flourish with which
we had filled the courtyard. So Hubert went for a
hammer, while I found a morsel of wood and fashioned
two or three wedges which, once they were driven,
would stop the bolts being drawn.
We then returned to the other side of the castle
and searched the three principal rooms : these all led
out of the gallery, and their windows, which gave to
the ramparts, were those which we had seen lighted
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